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Gold Wing 03

Performance First
T O U R I N G
Why should you Ride Red™? In a word, performance. You see at Honda, Performance First™ is a phi-

losophy that is the very DNA of everything we do. And performance means more than just power.

Handling, dependability, the way your motorcycle is built, how long it will last, the attention to fit

and finish—at Honda, we think all that and more are part of your new motorcycle’s performance,

and it shows. We strive for excellence—for Performance First—in each and every one of those areas.

It’s the philosophy we’ve always had. It’s the philosophy that sets Honda apart. And it’s the most

important reason why you should Ride Red.
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The open road is calling.
And there’s only one
serious way to answer it.
Touring on a motorcycle is like no other adventure on Earth. The
freedom of effortlessly gliding through turns, the joy of experiencing sights and smells you never enjoy when you’re in a car,
and the exhilaration of twisting your right wrist and feeling the
motor move you. And while any motorcycle can open up the world
of touring to you, only one can be the best in the world: the
2003 Gold Wing ® GL1800.
For starters, the Gold Wing is fast. How fast? Motorcyclist magazine clocked it at 4.4 seconds from 0 to 60.1 And it finished off the
quarter mile in only 12.34 seconds. Those used to be numbers
only sportbikes could achieve. But then again, the Gold Wing is
powered by the biggest factory engine in motorcycling: an 1832cc
liquid-cooled fuel-injected flat six. But it’s also a gentle giant.
You see, we built our first 1000cc Gold Wing back in 1975, and
since then, over millions of miles, we’ve refined and developed
the GL to be unbelievably smooth, quiet and vibration-free—the
bike you see here today.
With its specially designed 50-psi Keihin® fuel-injection system,
this six-cylinder powerplant not only delivers maximum performance, but together with its twin catalytic converters it also
produces extraordinarily low emissions levels—easily exceeding
the 2008 CARB emission standards, the nation’s most stringent.
The first time you lean into a turn, you’ll discover something else
that’s surprising about the Gold Wing: its agility. To improve its
handling, it features an aluminum dual-spar frame loaded with

In addition, the Gold Wing features Honda’s anti-dive system and Linked

sportbike technology—the first ever on a touring machine. This

Braking System™ (LBS™). Working together, both systems help give you

unique frame weighs 25 pounds less than a steel frame, and with

extra confidence and control at parking-lot or highway speeds. And if

Honda’s advanced technology, it’s tuned for both optimum flex

you choose, you can add a high-tech Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)

and rigidity to provide great handling and superior road feel.

for superb stopping power on all kinds of surfaces. Because the goal was
superior handling, Honda engineers went the extra mile and specified

The suspension is equally innovative. Up front you’ll find a massive
45mm fork that offers 5.5 inches of travel, while in the rear you’ll
find a Pro-Link® suspension with electronically adjustable hydraulic

radial touring tires designed specifically for the Gold Wing mounted on
lightweight cast wheels.

preload settings. The Gold Wing utilizes the Honda Pro Arm® aluminum swingarm, which also reduces weight and enhances rigidity in
order to deliver sharper, sportier handling.

The Gold Wing’s overhead camshafts are

The Gold Wing’s Pro Arm aluminum

driven by silent multi-plate chains.

swingarm improves handling, and it’s

They’re strong, quiet and reliable, and

designed with the driveshaft inside. This

with their automatic adjusters they’re

single-sided design makes rear-wheel

virtually maintenance-free.

removal easier.
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Why Gold Wing owners wouldn’t
travel any other way.
You ride a Gold Wing because you want comfort. Not because you love luxury for
luxury’s sake, but because the better you feel in the saddle, the longer you can
ride and the more you can see and experience. And comfort is what separates the
Gold Wing from everything else.
Behind the windshield of the Gold Wing we’ve created an environment you won’t
find anywhere else on two wheels. It’s taken years of research, both on the road
and in the wind tunnel, to create aerodynamic bodywork this functional and this
beautiful. You can even customize your environment because our windshield
adjusts to six different settings over nearly four inches of travel. And with this
current generation, we’ve reduced the drag coefficient a remarkable ten percent.
By making smaller twin radiators and moving them out to the sides, we’ve created a
surprising amount of room for you. And we’ve given your passenger more room than
ever, plus an integral backrest and side-support system to provide all-day comfort.
When it comes to electronics on two wheels, the Gold Wing is in a class of its
own. The Gold Wing is equipped with a state-of-the-art audio system featuring
powerful and rugged stereo speakers. You can add an optional CB radio or a
Honda six-disc CD changer to mount in the trunk, or take advantage of a
prewired jack to use your own portable unit. Standard features designed just for
riders include a volume control that gets louder the faster you go, a weatherband
on your radio and even a standard intercom with an auto-mute function.*
Gold Wing riders are some of the most experienced in the world, so we’ve taken
great pains to provide an instrument panel that keeps you informed of everything,
including the temperature. The Gold Wing features an instrument cluster with a
high-resolution multi-display LCD screen, as well as sharp white-on-black analog
gauges with adjustable backlighting and high luminescence for fast, easy reading. There are indicator lights for everything, including having your sidestand
down or an open luggage lid. Plus there’s a bike locator that can help you find
y o u r G o l d W i n g a t b i g r a l l i e s s u c h a s t h e H o n d a H o o t .™ T h a t l o c a t o r
f u n c t i o n a n d most locking
functions

are

built

right into a sophisticated remote-control
key fob.

LUGGAGE SYSTEM

Stylish,

aerodynamic and uncompromisingly constructed,
the Gold Wing’s luggage system is an integral
part of its design. This three-part system delivers huge storage without sacrificing handling.
Two full-face helmets fit in the 61-liter trunk,
while the dual saddlebags swallow an incredible
40 liters each. For your convenience, just push a
button to lock all your luggage. Flashing lights
will alert you if you leave a lid open.
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When it comes to technology, we’re comfortably ahead.
When it comes to comfort or technological innovation, it’s safe to say that the

the Gold Wing’s aluminum frame will remain beautiful for years to come.

Gold Wing is way ahead of you—and way ahead of every other touring machine

Engine and saddlebag guards help protect the Gold Wing’s bodywork in case

on the road. Some features you’ll understand the first time you see them; oth-

of a tipover. And you know everything you’ve heard about the Gold Wing is

ers you’ll only appreciate after you’ve got a few thousand miles under your

true when you see its warranty. Because this is one of the few motorcycles

belt. Like our motorized headlight-aiming system: Now it’s easy to compensate

in the world that carries an unlimited-mileage warranty for a full three

for one-up or two-up riding and varying luggage loads.* * Or how about the

years—and it’s transferable. You’ll go a long way before you’ll see more com-

alternator? It’s rated at an unheard-of 1100 watts, which means you’ll have

prehensive coverage.

more than enough power for every accessory you can imagine.
Finally, the engineers at Honda have made sure that their motorcycle masOut on the highway, our state-of-the-art electronic cruise-control system utilizes

terpiece will never be mistaken for anything else. They’ve added dual elec-

a 16-bit, CPU-controlled, motor-actuated throttle mechanism that is more sen-

tric spiral horns for a unique fanfare. And a four-bulb headlight gives it a

sitive and responds 40 percent more rapidly than the previous system.

visual signature of its own. Then they’ve dressed it up with five great paint
choices—Black, Metallic Silver, Pearl Yellow, new Candy Red and Candy

Back in the parking lot, our slow-speed electric-reverse system is engaged
with simple push-button thumb controls on the right handlebar, making it
easier to put your fully loaded Gold Wing right where you want it.
Of course, the biggest convenience is the amazing reputation the Gold Wing
has earned for reliability and durability. And you can see why when you look
at all the features designed to reduce or eliminate maintenance: automatic

Orange—as well as another in Honda’s head-turning ChromaFlair ® light-interference finishes, Illusion Blue. This stunning paint system actually changes
hue as the light plays over it for an effect that can’t be duplicated.
And to make sure your Gold Wing stands out, we’ve created some of the most
comprehensive, quality accessories on the road. Each one designed to work
with your Gold Wing as only Honda Genuine Accessories ™ can.

choke, RACV automatic idle, programmed fuel injection, automatic cam-chain
adjusters and a sealed battery. Our silver powder-coated finish helps ensure

The Gold Wing’s high-output engine features a
shim-under-bucket valve-adjustment system.
The design is strong and virtually trouble-free,
and goes 32,000 miles between inspections.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

GOLD WING
Model
Engine
Transmission
Cruise control
Front brakes

Rear brake

Front suspension
Rear suspension

Dry weight
Seat height
Colors

GL1800/GL1800A
1832cc liquid-cooled horizontally opposed six-cylinder
Five-speed including overdrive, plus electric reverse
Standard equipment
Dual full-floating 296mm discs with LBS three-piston calipers
(optional ABS version available)
Single ventilated 316mm disc with LBS three-piston caliper
(optional ABS version available)
45mm fork with anti-dive system; 5.5 inches of travel
Pro Arm single-sided swingarm with Pro-Link; electronically controlled spring-preload
adjustment with two memory presets; 4.1 inches of travel
792 pounds (799 pounds with ABS)
29.1 inches
Candy Red, Illusion Blue, Candy Orange, Pearl Yellow, Metallic Silver, Black

Sound system

Panasonic® audio system with two enclosed 25-watt peak power speakers, 12 FM and 6 AM
station presets, weatherband radio, station auto-select, ambient audio enhancement, auto
volume control, audio mute, headset-ready intercom* and ergonomically designed controls
mounted on left handlebar

Honda Genuine

Carbon-type front-fender ornament set, carbon-type trunk molding kit, carbon-type saddlebag molding kit, carbon-type instrument accent, aluminum-type instrument accent, chrome
trunk rack, chrome windshield garnish, chrome exhaust tips, fairing side air deflectors, special cylinder head cover emblems (four types), deluxe headsets,* passenger audio controller,
12V DC accessory socket kit, nylon saddlebag/trunk liner set, saddlebag/trunk mat set, seat
weather cover, full cycle cover, front fender emblem, windshields (tall or short), windshield
side air deflectors (standard or tall), Gold Wing owner’s manual folio

Accessories
(Partial listing)

WHAT’S IN A NAME? When you choose a new Honda Gold Wing, you’ve done more than just
pick a great way to enjoy life on two wheels. You’ve become a member of the Honda family. And that means
your fun is just beginning. On the next page, we’ve listed some of the programs available to you as a Honda
owner, each one designed to help you enjoy your new Honda as much as possible. Just ask your Honda Dealer
for more details. And welcome to the Honda family—we look forward to riding with you.

At Honda, we also believe in performance and leadership, and that’s why we’re taking a leadership position when it comes to the environment. We continue to develop low-emission technologies for our current and future motorcycles, ATVs, scooters and personal watercraft. We
already produce models that exceed the stringent 2008 CARB emissions requirements years ahead of schedule.
And that’s the kind of performance everybody can appreciate.
BE A RESPONSIBLE RIDER. Riding a motorcycle is an exercise in responsibility—to yourself,

to others, to the environment and to the sport. So remember, wear a helmet, eye protection and protective
clothing whenever you ride. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol, inspect your motorcycle before
riding, read your owner’s manual, and see your local Honda Dealer concerning reimbursement through the
Honda Rider’s Club of America™ for Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) rider training.† Always obey local laws,
use common sense, and respect the rights of others when you ride. Make sure you have a proper license when
riding on public roads, and never modify your motorcycle’s exhaust system.
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A C C E S S O R I E S

How’s this for luxury: The Six-

It’s hard to imagine anything

Disc CD Changer Kit fits under

you could add to your new

the floor of your Gold Wing’s

Gold Wing to make it any more

trunk, and is controlled from

comfortable, but here’s a

the handlebar switch. Along

suggestion. Take a look at our

with the CB Radio Kit, it’s a

Windshield Side Air Deflectors

great audio system.

for even more wind protection.

Cold outside? Your Gold Wing

The optional Foglights for

already has great weather

your new Gold Wing not only

protection, but here’s a way

look great and really dress

to make it even better. The

up your bike, but you’ll find

Heated Grips are just one

they also help to brighten up

more example of our wide-

the road considerably.

ranging accessory line.

Log on to our website at honda.com for more
information about Honda Genuine Accessories.

No matter which color you
choose for your new Gold Wing,
we’ve got a large selection of
color-matched accessories for
every color choice. Here we’ve
highlighted the Trunk Spoiler
with Brake Light.

Who wouldn’t like a little more
chrome on their motorcycle?
Well, we’ve got a whole
line of chrome accessories
from which to choose, like
the Front Disc Cover set
shown here.

Candy Red

Illusion Blue

Candy Orange

Pearl Yellow

Metallic Silver

Black
Log on to our website at honda.com for more information about Honda Genuine
Accessories.

C O L O R S
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Programs That Perform
You chose your new Honda Gold Wing because it has so many great features.
But there’s more—a lot more. Like all of the programs available to you as a
Honda owner. Take the Honda Protection Plans , for example. †† They let
you extend virtually all of your Honda’s great warranty coverage. Then there’s
the Honda Rider’s Club of America .‡ Open to all Honda owners, ‡‡ the
benefits alone make it a bargain. Just call 1-800-847-HRCA.® Interested in
some accessories to make your Gold Wing even more fun? Make sure you check
out our selection of Honda Genuine Accessories. Time for service? Be
sure to ask for Pro Honda ™ Oils and Chemicals . And if you’re looking for
a way to pay for your new Honda Gold Wing, we’ve got two great suggestions.
First, ask about the American Honda Finance Corporation .◊ If you’re a
qualified buyer, your dealer can set everything up for you right in the showroom. Another easy way is to put it on the Honda Card ™ revolving charge
card.◊◊ You can use the Honda Card to purchase Honda parts and Honda
Genuine Accessories too. And make sure to ask your Honda Dealer about MSF
rider training, because sooner or later Stupid hurts.® Hey, we think our
Honda Gold Wing is the best out there. And we think you deserve the best programs and support to go with it.

Specifications, programs and availability subject to change without notice. See your Honda Dealer for
details on all programs. All specifications in this brochure—including colors, warranty terms, HRCA, etc.—
apply only to models sold and registered in the United States. 1Motorcyclist, 2/01.*Headsets required for
operation of intercom. Headsets may be illegal in your area. Check state and local laws before purchase.
**Gold Wing GVWR 1,180 pounds. Gold Wing with ABS GVWR 1,186 pounds. †Maximum reimbursement
$75. ††The Honda Protection Plans are administered by the American Honda Service Contract Corporation
in the state of Florida. ‡One-year complementary membership for new, unregistered motorcycles purchased
from participating dealers. ‡‡Excludes personal watercraft (PWC). ◊ Financing available on approved credit by AHFC. ◊◊ Financing available to qualified customers subject to credit approval from Conseco Bank,
Inc., on the Honda Card program at participating dealers. California versions may differ slightly due to
emissions equipment. Ride Red,™ Performance First,™ Gold Wing,® Pro-Link,® Pro Arm,® Linked Braking
System,™ LBS,™ Honda Hoot,™ Honda Genuine Accessories,™ Honda Rider’s Club of America,™ HRCA,® Pro
Honda,™ Honda Card™ and Stupid hurts® are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Keihin is a registered
trademark of Keihin Mfg. Co., Ltd. The ChromaFlair® trademark is a federally registered trademark owned
by FLEX Products, Inc. and is used by permission. Panasonic is a registered trademark of Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. ©2002 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. (7/02) Printed in the U.S.A. A1755
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